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Description:. Zhou Enlai Bao Erhan Deng Liqun 

 [Your] telegram of 7:30 p.m., 4 January has been received.  
(1) We have already arranged [with the Soviet leaders] for Zhou to come here with approximately 
seventeen aides. He can come. There should be no problem. We have also informed the authorities 
here that the train will leave Beijing on 
the night of 9 January.  
(2). It is better if Bao Erhan, Deng Liqun and the head of the trade department of the Yili [Ili] region 
could arrive in Moscow on 21 or 22 January, two or three days after [Zhou] Enlai’s arrival; but it is fine 
if they come on 19 January, the same day Enlai arrives. Please inform me immediately about your 
decision [on this matter]. Please also decide and report to me what kind of transportation Bao Erhan 
and Deng Liqun will need for getting here. Do we need to dispatch a plane from here, or is it possible 
for the air transportation regiment now stationed in Xinjiang assign a plane for them? Please inform 
me of your decision immediately by telegraph.  
(3) Concerning the key points of the negotiation and the preparatory work [for the negotiation], all the 
points you have put forward should be carefully considered, and preparations should be made 
accordingly. Since we are going to engage in negotiations, we should present our views extensively, 
and should make our points clear. After Enlai’s departure, the Central Committee may continue to 
study these issues, and inform us of its opinions by telegraph at any time. As far as the materials on 
trade are concerned, if you are unable to have them ready in five days, you may continue working on 
them after Enlai’s departure, and report to us by telegraph at any time. 
[.] 

Telegram, Mao Zedong to 
CCP Central Committee, 5 January 1950 
Please pay attention to two matters:  
(1) When the question of replacing the [old] Sino-Soviet treaty with a new treaty has been reviewed by 
the Government Administrative Council and the [Central People’s] Government Council, please urge 
all the participants to maintain secrecy.  
(2) Before Zhou [Enlai] departs with his more than ten [assistants], or on their way [travelling to 
Moscow], it is necessary for him to assemble all those people to declare discipline to them, telling 
them that undisciplined words and actions are prohibited, and that they must obey orders on every 
occasion. 
[Source: JGYLMZDWG, 1:217; translation from Shuguang Zhang and Jian Chen, eds., Chinese 
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